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The Lord’s Prayer is in Matthew’s and Luke's Gospels. Luke’s Gospel has the shorter version. The 
longer version, with the doxology, is in the Didache. Matthew's Gospel was originally written in 
Aramaic or maybe Hebrew. The early historian Eusebius says it was written in the language of the 
Hebrews who spoke Aramaic at the time. When Matthew’s Gospel was translated into Greek the 
doxology of the Lord's Prayer that is in the Didache was added to some manuscripts of Matthew's 
Gospel. Mark's Gospel which was written in Greek after Matthew's Gospel was written in Aramaic was
used as a guide when translating it from Aramaic to Greek. This makes Matthew's Gospel both older 
and younger than Mark's Gospel. Some of the earliest manuscripts we have of Matthew’s Gospel have 
the doxology with the Lord’s Prayer and some don't. If it is included in a translation of the Bible there 
should be a footnote with it regarding this inconsistency in the manuscripts. Protestant Bibles are less 
likely to have this footnote because they do Not want an inconsistent Word of God in their Bible. If 
Protestants want to be consistent in their teaching of Scripture alone then they need to stop using the 
doxology, because we don’t know for sure if it is Scripture. The truth will set you free but it will also 
add ambiguity.

The Didache teaches that the early Christians had to pray the Lord’s Prayer 3 times a day. This was a 
development of the Jewish practice of praying 3 times a day. The Catholic Church didn't include the 
Didache in the collection of books that became the New Testament because it was not an inspired book 
to be read at Mass. It is the earliest catechism and part of the inspired Tradition of the Church, which is 
why we can use the Our Father form the Didache at Mass. 

The line "Give us this day our daily bread" has a deeper meaning. The "daily" bread is like the manna 
in the wilderness and is actually "super substantial" bread like the manna that mysteriously appeared 6 
days a week. The prayer is very common and often prayed without the reflection it deserves.

Some Protestants claim you can only use the Our Father because it is the "only" prayer in the Bible. 
Other Protestants claim that Jesus forbids repetitious prayer (Matt 6:7) so it only serves as a "model" of
prayer. We Catholics are the "both and" Christians so we use the Our Father and other Bible based 
prayers like the Hail Mary. In Matt 6:9 Jesus says to "pray like this" the key word being "like" so we 
can use this prayer or make up our own prayers based on the Our Father model of worshiping God and 
asking for what we Need. In James 4:3, James warns us to not ask for things simply for our own 
pleasure and expect God to send them. 

We need to pray to God often every day to help remind us of who we are, where we came from and 
where we hope to go in the end. Prayer is a source of Grace that can help us lead a Holy life. God is 
waiting to hear from us if we will only talk to Him.


